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By Richard L. Phillips, Donald G. Wright

Syracuse University Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Hendricks Chapel: Seventy-
five Years of Service to Syracuse Univeristy, Richard L. Phillips, Donald G. Wright, Hendricks Chapel
is one of Syracuse University's most recognizable landmarks and a beloved campus institution,
standing both literally and figuratively at the heart of its campus, chapel has been the site of some
of the university's most significant events, from antiwar protests in the sixties to the vigil of nearly
3,000 people held on September 11, 2001. Its efforts to foster intellectual, cultural, and spiritual
growth within the campus community have drawn distinguished speakers from all fields: the
painter Grant Wood; poets Carl Sandberg Robert Frost; novelists Paul Gallico and Ayn Rand; the
arctic explorer Viljhalmur Stefansson politicians such as Franklin D. Roosevelt, Lyndon Johnson,
and Hillary Clinton; and religious figures and social activists such as Paul Tillich, the Dalai Lama,
Elie Wiesel, and James Baldwin as well as scientists, economists, and other scholars. This book, with
contributions from other deans and staff, traces the history and evolution of the chapel, from its
construction in 1930 when it was dedicated to promoting the "moral and spiritual welfare of the
generations of young men and women at...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I discovered this publication from my i
and dad advised this pdf to find out.
-- Mr s. Glenda  Rodr ig uez-- Mr s. Glenda  Rodr ig uez

These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this publication
from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k
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